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background: Clinical guidelines for surgical management of significant functional mitral regurgitation (MR) associated with severe left ventricular 
(LV) dysfunction are not well established.
objective: The goal of this systematic review and meta-analysis is to evaluate the outcomes of mitral valve surgery in patients with significant 
functional MR and severe LV dysfunction. This information may help with clinical decision-making and potentially shed light on the future role of the 
rapidly developing field of transcatheter mitral valve interventions.
methods: We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of published studies on patients with severe LV dysfunction and significant 
functional MR who underwent mitral valve repair (MVRpr) or mitral valve replacement (MVR). Bayesian hierarchical models were used to estimate 
the pooled proportion of 30-day operative mortality, cerebrovascular accidents, and renal failure.
results: Our search yielded 24 observational studies. Pooled proportion of operative mortality was 5% following MVRpr (23 studies, 1,608 patients, 
95% credible interval (CrI) 4-7%) and 10% following MVR (8 studies, 343 patients, 95% CrI 5-20%). Furthermore, for patients undergoing MVRpr, 
pooled proportions of post-operative cerebrovascular accidents and renal failure were 2% (5 studies, 338 patients, 95% CrI 1-6%) and 14% (6 
studies, 389 patients, 95% CrI 6-30%), respectively. In addition, long-term survivals and pre-operative characteristics of individual studies identified 
in our systematic review are presented.
conclusion: Surgical treatment of significant functional MR in patients with severe LV dysfunction is a challenging task that could potentially 
be performed with an acceptable surgical risk. An individualized pre-operative screening approach should be adopted to select cases for the 
appropriate surgical technique and to potentially refer patients for transcatheter mitral valve procedures.
